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Abstract

In this fast faced world, where technology is changing rapidly in every second, certain technology is considered most which helps to provide better results with fewer resources. When it comes to human most handed tool - Mobile Phone which is run by embedded software running in them. Mobile Apps have gained such an importance that an user can perform all their task in move.

It has to be agreed that the mobile applications allow users to fetch any information in instances. But, Web is the only major computing and Internet service providing platform that has ever existed without having any vendor. Apache Cordova framework is one of the most popular framework which uses Web technology for development of Cross Platform Mobile Apps. This paper describes the approach of creating cross-platform hybrid mobile applications using Apache Cordova.
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Introduction

Apache Cordova[1] is a platform for building native cell programs using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Apache Cordova is a hard and fast of device APIs that allow a cellular app developer to get admission to local tool feature such as the digital camera or acceleration meter from JavaScript. When the use of the Cordova APIs[2], an app can be built without any local code (Java, objective-C, and so on) from the app developer. Alternatively, internet technologies are used, and they're hosted within the app itself locally (usually no longer on a far off http server). And due to the fact these JavaScript APIs are steady throughout more than one tool platforms and constructed on net standards, the app have to be portable to different device structures with minimal to no changes. Apps the usage of Cordova are still packaged as apps using the platform SDKs, and may be made available for installation from each tool's app store.
Cordova gives a hard and fast of uniform Java Script libraries that may be invoked, with tool-particular local backing code for the ones JavaScript libraries. Cordova is to be had for the subsequent systems: iOS, Android, Blackberry, windows telephone, Palm internet OS, Bada, and Symbian[3]. After the deployment, all the apps are automated fulfilled with checksum and publishing criteria of different App store. Hence allow us to achieve faster prototyping and publishing of apps.

**Cordova - Under the Hood**

Cordova’s user interface is a web view Content. [4]Web view Containers is like a tab in a browser. When Web code is compiled to a Cordova application, it doesn’t actually rewrite Web code but automatically converts it into native code, specific to each platform. Cordova acts as a Web container for the app that is developed using web technologies. [5]When the app is compiled, all Web code actually stays intact. The compiler just takes Web code and makes it available to the web view for rendering.[8]This Web View Container is by default in built in every device which supports Internet services.

![Diagram of Cordova Architecture](image)

**Native Device Functionality**

With Cordova, there is access to native device functionality through the use of plugins. Plugins are add-ons that expose a JavaScript API for native components. [6]They allow us to access native device capabilities by making use of the JavaScript API that it exposes. As we might know, plugins are written in native code. Then invocation of the native code through the JavaScript API so that it can be accessed in the web view. There are two type of plugins that we can find in the Cordova plugin ecosystem. [7]First are the official plugins. These are maintained by the Cordova community. Plugin is official if it has the cordova - plugin prefix. The Second type of plugin are custom plugins. These are built by open source community developers. Often times, they are built to solve a very specific problem, such as connecting an app to Facebook or the Ionic Keyboard Plugin to make interacting with the keyboard easier.
Installation of Cordova

The Work Environment - This working environment of Apache Cordova development is a internet based connected with any Windows or LINUX based Operating System. The steps of installation could change as per your developer perspective respectively. It is very necessary to follow proper documentation of respective environment before proceeding.

In this environment Apache Cordova was installed as a Command Line Interface (CLI) Installation of SDKs - The prerequisite before installing Apache Cordova is to install the appropriate SDKs for running the application, i.e, if we wish to deploy the application onto an Android and an iOS environment, it is mandatory to install the Android SDK and the iOS SDK before proceeding. Installation of Android SDK is as in [3] and installation of iOS SDK is as in [4]

Installation of Apache Cordova
First we need to download and install Node.js. Following installation, we should be able to invoke node and npm on our command line.

Install the Cordova module using npm utility of Node.js by issuing the command

$ sudo npm install -g cordova

On Windows the same can be called from the cmd line using the command

C:\>npm install -g cordova

Creating the App

From the directory where the source code is maintained we issued the command

C:\>cordova create hello com.example.hello HelloWorld

This may take some time for the command to complete. Running the command with the -d option displays information about its progress.

Adding Platforms for Cross Platform Mobile Application

All subsequent commands from now on should be run within the project's directory or any any sub directories within Cordova's scope.
Before we can build the project, we need to specify a set of target platforms. The ability to run these commands depends on whether machine/ the environment supports each SDK and also whether user already installed each SDK.

C:\> cordova platform add ios
C:\> cordova platform add amazon-fireos
C:\> cordova platform add android
C:\> cordova platform add blackberry10

To check the current set of platforms
C:\> cordova platforms ls

To remove a platform
C:\> cordova platform remove android

Running commands to add or remove platforms affects the contents of the project's platforms directory, where each specified platform appears as a sub directory. The www source directory is reproduced within each platform's sub directory, appearing for example in platforms/ android/ assets/www. Because the CLI constantly copies over files from the source www folder, only edit these files and not the ones located under the platforms sub directories. If version control software is used, add this source www folder, along with the merges folder, to the version control system.

**Building the App across Cross-platforms**

Before an application can be built – it is mandate that the platform's SDK path is set as an environment variable. The command `C:\> cordova build` will iteratively build the project. The output is as shown in the below diagram:

![Command Prompt Output](image)

**Building an app for the Android platform**

Setting environment variable value – export ANDROID_HOME=.:home/user/android-sdk
C:\>cordova build android – will build the project that could be deployed onto a Android environment.

Building an app for the iOS platform

C:\>cordova build ios – will build the project that can be deployed onto an iOS environment.

The command cordova build is equivalent of 2 commands – cordova prepare and cordova compile.

Deploying the app on cross platform emulators

Assuming the respective emulators are up and running, for example if the Android emulator is up and running – the app can be tested on its emulator using the command:

C:\>cordova emulate android

Running on Android Emulator AWD  
IOS Emulator Intel XDK

Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the easy usage of deploying a simple application onto various platforms with a small changes in cordova commands.[16] Apache Cordova has certain advantageous in building applications using HTML, JavaScript and CSS3. There are various applications built using Cordova platform.[13] Few of most popular App are
FacebookLite, SalesCloud, Wikipedia Mobile. This paper provides foundation to build applications using Apache Cordova.
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